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There is nothing which can add a touch of glamour to a bar or club quite like a disco ball which
catches the light and transforms a normal dance floor into a clubbing paradise, and those looking for
a disco ball for their club dance floor should always ensure they go for top quality options which are
not going to shed mirrors onto customers below.

If you are looking for a disco ball then it makes sense to steer clear of cheap imitations and instead
make an investment in a disco ball which has been carefully made by hand by someone with the
right skills and knowledge to make durable and stylish disco ball solutions.

Here at Mirrorball Paul we specialise in stunning disco ball options which are painstakingly made by
hand and offer something a cut above cheaper disco ball alternatives. All of our disco ball options
are made using fibreglass spheres and our talented team can work on any size of disco ball, right
up to huge 1.8 metre disco ball options for large clubbing spaces.

Those choosing a disco ball from us can benefit from a huge range of choice, including facet sizes
ranging in size from 5mm to 50mm.

Our disco ball options are popular with all kinds of clients, including bar and club owners, and as
well as providing top quality disco ball solutions to throw the light all around a club, we can provide
mirrored backdrops and DJ booths, to really add to the impact and make a setting really stand out
from the crowd.

Our disco ball team specialise in top quality balls but can also work on scenery design, construction
solutions, retail projects, entertainment venue work and one off events which require one of a kind
backdrops and settings to really impress attendees.

If you are looking for something to really add a touch of glamour to your bar or club then why not
consider a handmade and top quality disco ball from us? Visit us here at Mirrorball Paul today and
find your perfect disco ball.

We can provide a disco ball for any setting, and work on a huge range of sizes.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
For more information on a Disco Ball, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a Mirror Ball!
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